El Capitan High School
Dress Code
At El Capitan High School we ask that students dress in a manner which reflects their desire to
be a successful student. Clothing should not detract from the learning environment, and must
be in good repair. Footwear must be worn at all times. Clothing, jewelry, and personal items
(backpacks, purses, gym bags, water bottles, etc.) must be free of any inappropriate writing,
pictures or insignia (including, but not limited to: profanity, sexually suggestive references,
drug/alcohol/tobacco references, or prejudice against racial, ethnic, or religious differences).
Coaches and teachers may impose a more stringent dress code to accommodate the special
needs of certain sports and/or classes. The El Capitan Dress Code shall be reviewed on an
ongoing basis and updated as Administration deems necessary. Unacceptable attire includes,
but is not limited to:
*baggy or saggy pants
*clothing with underwear showing
*spaghetti straps (straps must completely cover the undergarment)
*ribbed white tank tops
*backless shirts (including halter tops)
*bare midriff may not be exposed
*strapless/tube tops
*offshoulder or singlestrap tops (clothing must cover undergarments)
*excessively lowcut tops
*seethrough tops
*micromini skirts, dresses, and shorts
*apparel advertising death and violence
*images of males or females that violate the dress code
*logos of racist groups or juvenile gangs
*vulgar language or gestures
*racist, ethnic, or sexual slurs of hate, prejudice, intolerance, or discrimination
*clothing, jewelry, belts, or belt buckles with the symbol of the Iron Cross or other similar
symbols
*advertisements for alcohol, tobacco, drugs (including mushrooms, seedless, 4:20, marijuana
leaves), or lookalikes
*double entendre logos
*spike jewelry of any sort/length of spike
*overalls that act as the straps of the shirt
*athletic spirit phrases with a double entendre (teams are required to get administration’s
approval prior to making spirit shirts)
*clothing or jewelry with suggestive silhouettes
*slippers, pajamas and blankets
*wallet or waist chains
* clothing that displays weapons or images of weapons
* any other clothing deemed inappropriate by school administration
Please do not wear these items to school. Penalties may include a dress code reflection,
phone call home to request parents bring a change of clothing for the student, a change of
clothing provided by the school, student/parent conference with assistant principal, detention,
Saturday Character Academy, ISA/home suspension, and/or placement on a behavior contract.

